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1-Dead animal carcasses at Sarhad-e Brughel, 2-Roshan a poor farmer at Bobotangi village 
who lost 80 % of her livestock. 3- Young children at Putukh village worriedly looking at the dead 
baby animals.   
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Introduction  
 
As a follow–up to the FSAC meeting decision on April 27 2016, Rupani Foundation (RF), 
FOCUS, Mission East and DAIL district staff formed a rapid assessment team and visited 
Wakhan to provide  update information on reports of heavy snowfalls and ensuing food 
emergency situation in Pamir and Upper Wakhan region.  Initial information in this regards was 
received by DAIL through its district sources that indicated of acute food shortage and 
livestock loss. 
 
As the assessment team had 4 days to report its findings to FSAC, it was agreed to focus three 
key clusters of villages around Gozkhun, Kret and Sarhad-e Brughel. These are key staging 
points for Big Pamir, Little Pamir and upper Wakhan settlements.  
 
Starting at Ishkashim the assessment team covered 415 km area from May 27-30 traveling 
between Ishkashim and Sarhad-e Brughel. The team members met CDCs, affected livestock 
owners, both Kyrgyz and Wakhi.  Meetings were also held with the District Governor of 
Wakhan and Mr. Shah Ismail, a religious leader of Wakhan. The team had interviews to assess 
food security issues, visited and witnessed ailing and dead animals, taken photographs etc.  
 
The team members also visited the three small seasonal markets at Wuzed, Sarhad-e Brughel 
and Khandud to check commodity prices. These are the nearest markets where villagers of 
upper wakhan and Kyrgyz from Little and Big Pamir come down to purchase key food and 
other daily household items 
 

The Assessment 

 
Geographic focus of the assessment was upper Wakhan, which includes 24 villages from Qala-
e Panja to Sarhad-e brughel and the two Pamirs.  
 
The assessment team visited animal pans, corals to observe and photograph ailing and dead 
livestock.  In the meantime livestock owners were interviewed about their losses.    
 
The assessment team conducted random interviews on food security issues and ERM 
Household Assessment Forms are filled.  
 
Village CDCs provided the assessment team with updated list (attached) of livestock losses 
occurred at each household level in the given villages. 
 
As the time period for the assessment visit was short, it was difficult to check and ascertain 
accuracy of numbers of livestock losses provided by CDCs; however individual household 
interviews and visit to corals, witnessing sick and dead animals gave us a fairly clear sense of 
the scale of the disaster communities are facing. It is inarguably substantial loss to the 
livelihoods of local people, especially the ones with less livestock holding.  



 

The Issue: 

As a result of what locals call an unprecedented heavy snowfall through winter and early spring 

this year; communities are reportedly losing large number of livestock which is seriously 

affecting livelihoods of communities in Pamir. 

Livestock is very important to survival of communities of Pamirs and the upper Wakhan as it is 

the only source of livelihood. The Kyrgyz of Pamir live on an altitude above 4000 meters, 

where even summer temperature plunges down to -5 Celsius. No agriculture product is grown 

on Pamir; people own livestock including Sheep, Goat, Yak, Camel and Horses. Livestock 

meat, milk and dairy products are used to feed their family, animal wool and hair are pressed in 

rugs and woven into carpets and cloths, livestock is sold to purchase food stuff like rice, wheat, 

tea, cloths and other life needs. The same animals like Yak, Horses and Camels are the only 

means of transportation for people and goods. Loosing livestock means losing the entire 

livelihood sources. 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Photos of livestock death in Putukh and Sarhad-e Brughel villages of Upper Wakhan 

Heavy snowfall has caused a second problem by severing trail access linking Pamir and 

Wakhan and further cutting road access of the border districts with the Provincial capital of 

Badakhshan.  Besides travel difficulties and related problems it has also caused food shortage 

and resulted in high commodity price in all border districts.  

It is also important to note that last summer the wheat crops in the border areas were attacked 

by a rust fungus, scientifically known as Puccinia rust fungus which had badly affected crop 

yield has also contributed to serious food security situation in the area. 



Little Pamir 

Access to little Pamir is closed so far and will take few more weeks to open for travels the only 

direct Information about Little Pamir came to us through Wakhi shepherds who were working 

for Kyrgyz to  look after their livestock in Little Pamir. These Wakhi shepherds were sent back 

to Wakhan by their employers citing the fact that most of the goat, sheep and yaks the 

shepherds looked after have died and there is insufficient food left to feed the shepherds so 

they should return to Wakhan.  

District Governor of Wakhan claims that food shortage in Little Pamir has two key reasons 

1- Last year there was no general food aid given to the Kyrgyz communities of little Pamir, 

except a small aid by the Kyrgyz govt.?? 

2- Food prices in Sarhad-e Brughel were very high last year Kyrgyz community of little Pamir 

couldn’t buy enough stock they need for the year. 

Heavy livestock deaths are also confirmed by Mirzo, a Wakhi livestock owner from Sarhad-e 

Brughel who uses Mirza Murad a place few Km bellow little Pamir as winter pasture. Mirzo 

claims that he himself lost 1000 Sheep/Goat out of 1200 he owned. He said he was in contact 

with Buttu Boi and Islamuddin in little Pamir through walkie-talkie, Mirzo says livestock losses 

at Little Pamir settlements’ are greater than Wakhan. 



Big Pamir  

At Gozkhun we meet 4 CDC members from Big Pamir. This community had built over 30KM of 

dirt farm road part of WFP-FFA projects implemented by RF and Focus in 2014-15. Mahmut Boi 

and his colleagues where in Gozkhun to collect the last tranche of food they had received from 

FFA project work and stored here last autumn. Boi told us that it will take him 10 days to get 

back to his settlement in Pamir and the food he is carrying back will feed people of his 

settlement  for few weeks. Boi did appreciate FFA road project to Big Pamir that enabled his 

team to come down to Wakhan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Clockwise, BP Kyrgyz, camels loaded with food leave for Pamir, Mahmut Boi loading his horse, narrating 

their story to the assessment team. 

 Effect of current shock on household purchasing capacity  

Communities in Wakhan and Pamir purchase food and other household items from mobile 

traders that travel to Wakhan with trucks loads of goods. Purchases are made on credit, 

against livestock that are kept with the owner for a whole season, looked after and fattened 

and only collected by traders in fall. This has been a common practice among Wakhi and 

Kyrgyz of Wakhan. However the livestock against which food items where purchased and 

consumed through this winter have died now.  That is worrying the local livestock owners the 

most. 



We asked traders in Wuzed that who bears the risk of this natural calamity; we were told that 

traders will pass the risks down to local consumers. Many poor households fear that livestock 

loss has exposed them to debt risks they will never come out of.  

Food supplies are short and prices high in Wakhan as traders are unable to get to Wakhan due 

to insurgence control of Warduj District.  

Our mission members enquired prices at Sarhad-e Brughel (the road end market to Little 

Pamir and Goz Khun/Wuzed that caters to Big Pamir Kyrgyz and surrounding Wakhi villages, 

Khandud, Ishkashim and Zaibok . The commodity prices noted is as following; 

Food Item the lowest quality  Price in AFS (April 2016) 

Zebaki Ishkashim Khandud Wuzed Sarhad 

Wheat flour 50 kg  1600 1700 2143 2143 3000 

Cooking Oil 1 Kgs  80.5 78 106 130 200 

Rice 70 kg  3500 3900 4000 4500 4500 

Tea Carton 21kgs  5040 3150 7000 7000 9000 

      

Commodity prices at Ishkashim and Zaibok change quickly reflecting supply dynamics, for 

example if a truck arrives at the bazar the prices change. However prices at the road end like 

Sarhad is doesn’t reflect supply and demand very quickly. Secondly the prices mentioned 

above are for cash purchase. However in these markets trade happens in barter and that is 

where local buyers pay much higher price than cash purchase. 

 

Recommendations 

- Following the heavy livestock casualties reproted and observed, we recomand an expert 

vetnarion to study the actual cause of livestock deaths and share their expert 

recommendations on how to avoid such loss in the future. FAO, WCS and AKDN has the 

capacity and can be approached with such request.  

- Citing the food shortage at Little Pamir, Big Pamir and upper Wakhan we recommend 

urgent food aid for at least three months  as General Food Distribution  to 327 households  

of the Little and Big Pamir Kyrgyz and 40 households of Bobotangi and Kuzget villages of 

upper Wakhan.  

- It is further recomanded that for the rest of  12 upper Wakhan villages starting from Kret to 

Sarhad-e Brughel,  instead of General Food Distribution, FFA projects like canals, trails  and 

watersheds should be started so that people can work and earn some extra food to feed 

their family.   



- To address the current access deficulties at Warduj, Ogurda and further into Pamir we 

request and recomand transportation of emergency food supplies throguh Tajiksitanii. This 

request is strongly advocated by Kyrgyz people citing weakness and shortage of transport 

animals in Pamir due to the current shock.  

- Upper Wakhan scored very low on dietry quality, size and frequency, on our ERM 

assesment,  reporting only two time meals consisting of very low quality Nan and Chai. This 

diet is repeated  weeks and months. We would like to drow urgent attention of relevent 

orgnizations to address this anomely.   

- It is recomanded that a nutration assessment of the Upper Wakhan and Pamir 

communities be conducted and steps taken toverds their improvement.  

- We also recomand an increase in food allocations for WFP- FFA projects so that the most 

disadvantaged and food insecure people are provided with security through FFA projects.  

 

 

 

 



Attachments:  

List of lovestock deaths at each of 17 villages of Wakhan and Big Pamir, provided by CDCiiis 

Sr. No Name of Village 
Livestock Death Due to Heavy Rains Reported in Wakhan 

Sheep/Goat Cow Yak Horse Donkey Camel 

1 Sust 556 17 4 5 4   

2 Wuzed 175 24 26 1 9   

3 Putukh 783 47 118 3 21   

4 Neshtkhawr 1405 4 209 4 13 1 

5 Roroung 664 57 84 2 14   

6 Abgarch 231 4 7   1   

7 Kandkhun 292 33 40 3 6 1 

8 Daghulaman 939 66 69 17 39 1 

9 Rochan 2460   100 17 4   

10 Kirat 896 73 75   43   

11 Gozkhun 1160   107 4     

12 Dasht-e- Murd 1210   215 2   2 

13 Tulu Bai 960   278 11   2 

14 Yirghanoq 1460   301 20   6 

15 Istiq 1536   300 17   1 

16 Baitibet 605   153 14   3 

17 Showr 605   153 14   3 

  otal 15937 325 2239 134 154 20 

        
         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Population of the 24 villages of Upper Wakhan (Qala-e Panja to Sarhad-e Brughel) 

    Sr.No Name of Village Households  Population 

1 Qila-e Panja 75 970 

2 Ghozkhun 23 251 

3 Abgarch 41 671 

4 Wuzed 24 241 

5 Sust 71 725 

6 Qila-e Wust 23 354 

7 Shelk 16 227 

8 Kipkuth 27 268 

9 Sargaz 12 161 

10 Bobo Tangy 22 224 

11 Kizgath 14 133 

12 Kirat 43 448 

13 Karich 15 147 

14 Roroung 32 318 

15 Deh Ghulaman 37 355 

16 Kandkhon 16 177 

17 Archa 17 230 

18 Nirs 27 278 

19 Korkoth 16 152 

20 Rochun 25 226 

21 Neshtkhawr 37 421 

22 Putukh 37 421 

23 Chilkand 36 392 

24 Sarhad-e Brughel  57 681 

  
Total 743 8471 

Population of Big and Little Pamir  

Sr. No Name of Village Households  Population 

1 Big Pamir  169 782 

2 Small Pamir  158 765 

 TOTAL          327 
 

1547 

 

                                                           
i
 Commodity price figure for Zaibok are provided by Mr. Aman Ullah from local Organization SALIH  

ii
 Food distribution points for Little Pamir and big Pamir should be established separately after assessing the area. 

iii
 Kindly Note that the assessment team cannot confirms accuracy of the data provided by CDCs, for project 

purposes we recommend to use District Govt. data and or do your own independent assessment.  


